
RFN, an investment 
case for DRC

Accelerating rights-based solutions for the protection 
of the remaining intact rainforests and the country’s 

sustainable development 

Context

!e Congo Basin’s rainforest (second in size to the Amazon) is 
an invaluable treasure trove of biodiversity and natural resources. 
It stores 8% of all the carbon present in the world’s forests. !e 
Congo River is the second- largest in the world, providing water 
and life to the rainforest and its peoples. !us far, the rainforest 
has largely escaped extensive destruction. However, recent re-
search warns that, without rapid action, all primary forest might 
be gone by the end of the century, due mainly to land-use change 
and forestry. About 700,000 indigenous pygmy people live in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). An estimated 80% 
of DRC’s population (or 50 million people, comprising over 250 
ethnic groups) depend on the rainforests for their livelihood. 
However, forest loss has accelerated in recent years, driven by 
poverty, slash-and-burn agriculture, and artisanal—largely ille-
gal—logging for "rewood and charcoal. Moreover, the expansion 
of industrial agriculture, encroaching on primary lands and 
forests, represents threats of a completely di#erent nature and 
dimension. It is therefore urgently necessary to demonstrate the 
viability of an alternative development model that decouples 
economic development from forest destruction and degrada-
tion, a model based on the forest and land rights of indigenous 
peoples and local communities (IPLCs), with "rm guarantees for 
the protection of forest ecosystem integrity. For centuries, IPLCs 
have played an essential role in preserving the Congolese rainfor-
est: they should be at the heart of DRC’s development model. 

Funding needs and opportunities

Even though the DRC State exercises permanent sovereign-
ty over all forests, much of the national territory is in reality 

RFN IN DRC IN KEY FIGURES:

 ! Budget 2022: USD 3.2 million  

 ! Number of trusted, long-term local partners: 13

 ! Territories protected: 0.8 million hectares, 
storing 112 million tons of carbon. 

 ! IP territories still lacking formal recognition:  
3 to 6 million hectares.

governed by customary rights. !e involvement of IPLCs in the 
sustainable use of customary forests and sustainable management 
of protected areas is therefore vital to ensure e#ective protection 
of the country’s remaining intact forests. In 2016, the DRC 
"nally completed the regulatory framework for local community 
forest concessions (CFCLs), granting local communities the 
right to collectively establish and manage perpetual concessions 
up to 50,000 hectares over their customary forests. In 2021, 
the adoption of the Indigenous Peoples’ Law by the National 
Assembly was a historic landmark and a signi"cant step towards 
e$cient nature conservation. Combined, these two measures 
open up opportunities for e#ective rainforest and biodiversity 
protection while ensuring the socio-economic development of 
local communities. RFN will capitalize on these opportunities 
by establishing an IPLC Forests Facility that will provide direct 
support to e#ective, equitable, rights-based management regimes 
for the remaining large blocks of intact forest in the DRC. In 
parallel, together with our partners, we will deploy advocacy 
e#orts on two fronts: (1) national and provincial land-use plan-
ning frameworks that uphold forest integrity and biodiversity, 
promote community-based rainforest management and secure 
the rights of indigenous peoples; and (2) evidence-based mon-
itoring of the commercial drivers of deforestation in the DRC’s 
intact rainforests. 



What will a US$ 15 million 

investment achieve in the DRC  

over five years?

With the overarching goal of securing indigenous peoples’ ter-
ritorial and cultural rights at the provincial level, and advancing 
the implementation of shared community forest management 
plans, RFN intends to catalyze the following outcomes by 2027: 

 ! RFN will have established a facility that catalyzes protection 
and better management of the remaining large blocks of 
intact forest in the DRC in a sustainable and highly cost-ef-
fective way, securing the land and resource rights of forest-de-
pendent peoples and addressing their development needs. 

 ! RFN and partners will have signi!cantly in"uenced and con-
tributed to rights-based land-use planning in the provinces of 
Equateur, Tshopo, North Kivu, and South Kivu. 

 ! RFN and partners will have supported over 20 communities 
in securing and managing their customary forests. 

 ! RFN and partners will have contributed to securing full and 
e#ective implementation of the Law on Indigenous Peo-
ples’ Rights at national and provincial levels, including the 
establishment of the !rst indigenous peoples’ territories in 
the DRC.

 ! RFN and partners will increase the engagement of indus-
trial actors and contribute to the adoption of principles for 
sustainable, zero-deforestation exploitation. 

How we measure success

 ! Hectares of indigenous peoples’ territories formally recognized. 

 ! Hectares of intact forest areas under rights-based management 
regimes.

Results to date

 ! RFN has been a major supporter of the leading national 
network of indigenous pygmy organizations in the DRC – 
Dynamique des Groupes des Peuples Autochtones (DGPA) 
– for more than a decade. 

 ! Sustained advocacy by this network and RFN led to the 
adoption of a decree in 2019, setting up the administration 
of a Directorate of Indigenous Peoples (IPs): this helped to 
incorporate IPs in the management of customary con"icts 
and in integrating IP issues into the National Development 
Plan. 

 ! Further advocacy e#orts led to the development of the !rst 
bill recognizing the rights of indigenous peoples, followed by 
its historic adoption in the DRC Parliament in April 2021 
and the DRC Senate in 2022.

 ! RFN has pioneered community forests in the DRC, help-
ing to get the mechanism inscribed in the country’s legal 
framework, and we contributed to the establishment of an 
innovative community-based conservation model for the 
Natural Reserve of Itombwe. 

 ! $e contributions of FN and partners to the negotiation pro-
cess concerning the 2021–31 Letter of Intent (LoI) between 
the Central African Forest Initiative (CAFI) and the DRC 
government led to notable progress regarding the protection 
of intact forests and IPLC tenure and forest management, 
compared to the previous LoI (2016–20). Close contact with 
the various parties up until the very last stages of negotiation 
also resulted in the upholding of the moratorium on the 
allocation of new logging concessions, even though the DRC 
Minister of Environment and Sustainable Development had 
announced her intention earlier in 2021 to lift the moratorium. 



Why is RFN uniquely  

positioned to deliver

Our dual role as a strategic partner and technical expert on 
community-based forest management models has made RFN the 
natural entity for the establishment of the IPLC Intact Rain-
forest Facility. RFN has a rare ability to convene representative 
IPLCs and civil society networks in the DRC, provide organi-
zational, strategic and technical support to partners, and elevate 
advocacy through solutions-oriented dialog with local, national, 
and global constituencies. !rough its expert partners in the 
DRC and internationally, and working with its own Policy and 
Driver teams in Oslo, RFN also serves as a knowledge manage-
ment hub for community forestry, participatory mapping, and 
evidence-based advocacy aimed at documenting and ultimately 
halting the drivers of deforestation in the DRC. 

RFN’s network of partners in DRC

RFN has been engaged in the DRC since 2003, focusing on 
policy reform, the strengthening of civil society organizations, 
indigenous peoples’ rights, and the development of communi-
ty-managed forests. Partner organizations include national-level 
network organizations and regionally focused NGOs.

• Africapacity • Alliance Nationale d’Appui et de Promotion des 
Aires et Territoires du Patrimoine Autochtone et Communau-
taire en République Démocratique du Congo (ANAPAC-RDC) 
• Centre d’Appui à la gestion Durable des Forêts Tropicales 
(CAGDFT) • Coalition des Femmes Leaders pour l’Environne-
ment et Développement Durable (CFLEDD)  • Dynamique des 
Groupes des Peuples Autochtones (DGPA) • L’Ecole Régionale 
Postuniversitaire d’Aménagement et de Gestion Intégrés des 
Forêts et Territoires Tropicaux (ERAIFT) (• Environnement 
Ressources Naturelles et Développement (ERND Institute) • 
Groupe d’Action pour Sauver l’Homme et son Environnement 
(GASHE) • Groupe de Travail Climat Redd—Rénové (GT-
CR-R) • Mbou-MonTour• Programme Intégré pour le Dévelop-
pement du Peuple (PIDP-Shirika La Bambuti) • Réseau pour la 
Conservation et la Réhabilitation des Ecosystèmes Forestiers (Ré-
seau CREF) • Solidarité pour la Promotion des Femmes (SPFA). 
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DRC RAINFOREST: KEY FIGURES

 ! After the Amazon, the Congo Basin rainforest 
is the second largest bloc of intact tropical 
rainforest in the world, spanning six countries. 
The DRC contains 60% of this forest, of which 
some 60.4 million hectares are deemed intact. 

 ! DRC’s intact rainforests store 8.5 billion tons 
of carbon in above-ground living biomass, 
equivalent to 31 billion tons of CO2 emissions if 
these forest ecosystems were lost.

(Source: State of Rainforest Report 2021. based on 2016 

forest-cover data)
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